Registering for Chicago Chapter 2021 NATS auditions
1. Go to www.nats.org
2. Log in using your NATS member log-in information

3. To get to the Welcome page, click on your name after you log in

4. You are now on the Welcome page which looks like this:

5. Make sure your membership dues are paid (Both National & Chicago Chapter)
● Once you pay your dues there is a 24-hour wait before you will be able to
register your students for Auditions.
6. When dues are current, click on NATS Auditions Registration

7. You are now on the Auditionware page
● Click on Register for Audition/Conference

8. Use the drop down menu to select the desired audition date

9. Once you’ve reached this point the remaining steps are similar to what we have used
in past years and are self-explanatory. Please read carefully and fill out completely.

10. Only complete your full registration and submit payment when all students are
entered for the Audition
● If bringing students to more than one day of auditions, you will need to
register/pay for each audition event separately
● The teacher needs to make one payment for all the fees

Some Important Things to Remember



Make sure to indicate whether or not your
students are singing for comments or not.



Students must use original copies of music.
VERY IMPORTANT: It is the
responsibility of the performers and the
performers’ teachers to ensure that their
practices are compliant with copyright law.
https://www.nats.org/Copyright_Resources.
html



Check the box at the bottom of the page if
you and your students would like to give
CCNATS permission to post or publish
their videos on social, this becomes
especially important when posting the
winners’ videos to acknowledge and
celebrate their accomplishments

Double check your students’ Youtube
URLs to ensure the following:


Video submissions list the student’s
name, the name of the selection, and the
composer in the info section



Videos are marked “unlisted” or “public”
and from an account that has no teacher,
school, chapter, or region affiliations
visible



Also, ask your students to select “not for
children” when uploading the video,
since videos “for children” cannot be
added to playlists for the winners’ recital

To Complete Registration


You must indicate a selection to be
used for second round and/or the
Honors Recital. Selecting this in
advance eliminates additional work
and decisions about songs to view and
puts the action in the hands of the
teachers for their own students.



When all information is entered and
double checked for accuracy, make
sure to check the box confirming that
All information above has been
reviewed and is accurate*

Questions? Email us at: auditions@chicagonats.org

